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Building Customer Relationships
Klein Tools – For Members Only
Challenge
As a manufacturer of hand tools for
professionals, Klein Tools has a highly
skilled, highly loyal customer base.
They live and breathe Klein. One of the
ways the company stays in touch with
key customers is through an exclusive
(but not snooty) club called the Klein
Tradesman Club. The main objectives
of the Klein Tradesman Club are to
build brand loyalty, get customers to
join the club and build a database of
key customer names (so Klein can sell
them more great stuff).
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Chairman’s Corner
Made In America
In 2007, Klein Tools will celebrate its
150th anniversary as a family-owned
and managed, American manufacturer of high-quality, professional
hand tools. The story of Klein is a
story of hard-working American laborers, many of them immigrants, with
a dream of building a better life for
themselves and their families. It’s
also the story of those same laborers building the infrastructure of this
great country of ours.
When my great-great grandfather,
Mathias Klein, left Germany for
America, the world’s tool-making
business was centered in Europe.
To him, it didn’t make much sense to
ship tools across the ocean when they
could be made in the United States.
He saw a great opportunity to combine Old World craftsmanship with
New World entrepreneurialism, and
he began forging tools one by one
right here in America.
Today, the 1,000 people who work at
Klein Tools, and the Klein family, take
a lot of pride in our company being
a true American manufacturer. All
of our manufacturing plants are still
right here in the United States. And
unlike so many other corporations
that invest in offshore manufacturing, Klein is here to stay. Made in
America. By Americans.
When those early linemen were
wiring this country’s first communications system, Klein was there for
them. Today, with the country currently being wired for the high-tech
electronics and communications
networks of tomorrow, Klein is still
there…and will be in the future.
American manufacturing is the best in
the world. And American workers are
the most skilled, most productive in
the world. You, the American professional, are proof of that. Thank you
for your loyalty to Klein Tools.
Sincerely,
Mathias A. Klein III
Chairman
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Ratchet up your cable
cutting capabilities
Klein® Ratcheting Cable
Cutters feature rugged
construction and compact
design for confined
workspaces

prodUCt spotlight

Klein introduces 9 new insulated nut
drivers and 2 new nut driver sets

Klein’s Ratcheting Cable Cutters are
designed with a high-leverage ratchet
mechanism for single-handed cutting of copper and aluminum cables,
leaving no burrs or sharp edges. The
patented two-step ratchet mechanism
(on Model Nos. 63060 and 63750)
requires fewer strokes per cut than
competitive cutters.
The quick-release design of the tools
opens the blades easily in every cutting position. It also allows removal
of the cable before completion of the
cut. The precision ratcheting mechanism holds cable tight for quick,
straight cuts with minimal effort.

Cat. No. 63600

Like all Klein nut drivers, the 6" Insulated Nut Drivers
have full hollow shafts for working on long bolt applications.
They allow full engagement with the nut to hold fasteners securely in place. They
also provide added distance from energized sources, especially when working
on stepped blocks within panel boxes.
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As with the rest of Klein’s insulated product line, the new Insulated Nut Drivers
have two layers of insulation to provide protection against
electric shock. They feature Cushion-Grip handles that allow
for greater torque and comfort, plus the patented
®
Tip-Ident with color codes for quick and easy
identification of the nut driver and size.

Cat. No. 51012
Cat. No. 51010

Cat. No. 63060

Other features include hardened steel
cutting blades for lasting strength
and sharpness, plastic-covered handles with hand guards for comfort
and a firm grip, and a locking lever
that keeps the handles closed for
easy transport and storage in a toolbox or bag.
Klein’s Ratcheting Cable Cutters are
perfect for overhead service connections; padmount transformer
terminations; utility splice boxes,
vaults, trenches and pedestals;
underground distribution cables;
metering terminations; network
vaults and manholes. For more information on Klein Ratcheting Cable
Cutters, visit www.kleintools.com.

The Klein Insulated Nut Driver line now includes nine new Insulated Nut Drivers with 6" long shafts, as
well as two new 9-piece Nut Driver Kits. The kits are available with either 6" shafts (Cat. No. 33524) or
with 3" and 4" shafts (Cat. No. 33523).

Cat. No. 33524

Cat. No. 33523
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For whatever you store or transport…
Zipper-top nylon tool bags and canvas portfolios
We have expanded our line of zipper tool bags and contractor’s portfolios to
include Cordura® ballistic nylon, colored canvas, as well as a new size of canvas.
Cat. No. 51015
Cat. No. 51017

The new Zipper Tool Bags measure 12-1/2" x 7" and come in two styles: Cordura
Cat. No. 63750
Ballistic Nylon (Cat. No. 5139B) and Colored Canvas (4-Pack Assortment—Cat.
No. 5140). The large Contractor’s Portfolios measure 17" x 12" and are available
in Cordura Nylon (Cat. No. 5236) and Canvas (Cat. No. 5336).
The colored canvas zipper tool bags are available as a set of four, in an assortment that includes orange, olive, yellow and royal blue. The colors make it easy
to organize and find important tools. Both the canvas and nylon zipper tool bags
are designed to store pliers, wrenches, screwdrivers, nut drivers and other tools,
as well as fasteners and spare parts.
Klein Tools’ large contractor’s portfolios are designed for convenient storage
and transport of contracts, quotations, work orders, plans, schedules, clipboards, binders, tools, mobile phones and other small items.
The expansion of the zipper tool bag and portfolio line provides different
options for contractors and professional tradesmen who want more storage
choices. For more details, visit www.kleintools.com.

www.kleintradesmanclub.com

Solution
Sonnhalter developed a special website and a quarterly newsletter
(printed and electronic versions) aimed at Club members. These
vehicles are used to encourage registration with and participation
in the Club, while providing loyal customers with industry news,
product information, special promotions, brand merchandise
and a whole lot more.

Results
In the first year of the Club’s existence, membership exceeded
projections by nearly 50% and it continues to grow every year.
The positive feedback from distributors and end users has been
phenomenal, as have the
number of hits on the
Club website and the
requests for more
product information.
If we were tradesmen,
we’d be in this Club
for sure.

The new kits meet the needs of pros that require a
full range of nut driver sizes for a variety of
applications. Each kit includes a protective, custom
®
Cordura nylon carrying case that has an interior
document pocket for maximum organization. To learn
more, visit www.kleintools.com.

